Several studies have tested for long-range dependence in macroeconomic and financial time series but very few have assessed the usefulness of long-memory models as forecast generating mechanisms. This study tests for fractional differencing in the U.S. monetary indices (simple sum and divisia) and compares the out-of-sample fractional forecasts to benchmark forecasts. The long-memory parameter is estimated using Robinson's Gaussian semiparametric and multivariate log-periodogram methods. The evidence amply suggests that the monetary series possess a fractional order between one and two. Fractional outof-sample forecasts are consistently more accurate (with the exception of the M3 series) than benchmark autoregressive forecasts but the forecasting gains are not generally statistically significant. In terms of forecast encompassing, the fractional model encompasses the autoregressive model for the divisia series but neither model encompasses the other for the simple sum series.
Introduction
In this study we investigate the presence of long memory and its usefulness as a forecast generating mechanism for the U.S. monetary aggregates.
The fractional differencing model employed is the autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) type introduced by Granger and Joyeux (1980) , Hosking (1981) , and Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) . Regarding macroeconomic time series, evidence of fractional integration has been found in output series (Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) , Sowell (1992) ), consumption (Diebold and Rudebusch (1991) ), and inflation rates (Baillie, Chung, and Tieslau (1996) , Hassler and Wolters (1995) , ).
Porter- Hudak (1990) reported evidence of long memory in simple sum monetary aggregates while extended similar findings to components of simple-sum monetary aggregates, divisia monetary indices, the monetary base, and money multipliers.
Despite the evidence of long memory in macroeconomic series, there are few applied studies in the literature regarding the predictive ability of ARFIMA models. 1 Such forecasting evaluation would serve as a test of model adequacy, in discriminating among competing economic hypotheses, and be useful in guiding policy-making decisions (see Fildes and Stekler (2002) and references therein for a recent review of issues regarding macroeconomic forecasting). Granger and Joyeux (1980) discuss the forecasting potential of fractional models. Cheung (1993) finds that ARFIMA-generated forecasts fail to improve upon random-walk forecasts for foreign exchange rates. Lardic and Mignon (1996) however provide evidence that fractional forecasts have better predictive accuracy in the short term (relative to random-walk and structural model forecasts) for three major currencies. Franses and Ooms (1997) report that ARFIMA models fail to generate superior forecasts over competing models for the U.K. inflation rate. Through extensive Monte Carlo analysis, Ray (1993a) and Crato and Ray (1996) find that simple ARMA models generally outperform or provide competitive forecasts compared to ARFIMA models. On the other hand, Ray (1993b) establishes that, by certain criteria, a fractional model provides more accurate forecasts than benchmark models for IBM product revenues. Barkoulas and Baum (1997) show that long-memory forecasts result in dramatic improvements in forecasting accuracy, especially over longer horizons, relative to rival models for several Eurocurrency deposit rates.
In this paper we investigate the ability of ARFIMA-based forecasts to outperform benchmark linear forecasts on an out-of-sample basis for seasonally adjusted U.S. simple sum and divisia monetary indices. Using Robinson's (1995a,b) Gaussian semiparametic and multivariate log-periodogram estimation methods, we find that the monetary indices are fractionally integrated processes.
We subsequently generate genuine out-of-sample fractional forecasts and compare their accuracy to linear autoregressive forecasts. The statistical significance of forecasting accuracy of competing forecasts is evaluated using the Diebold-Mariano (1995) test. We also employ the forecast encompassing testing approach for the out-of-sample competing forecasts. We find that the ARFIMA model provides consistently more accurate point forecasts compared to the autoregressive model for the monetary indices (with the exception of the M3 series), but the superiority is not statistically significant in general. The fractional model appears to encompass the autoregressive model for the divisia indices but neither model is superior in terms of forecast encompassing for the simple sum indices. Only rarely are fractional forecasts inferior to autoregressive ones. The evidence is encouraging for the predictive ability of the nonlinear fractional model for these monetary series.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the fractional model and the estimation method for the fractional-differencing parameter. Data and empirical results are reported in Section 3. We conclude in Section 4 with a summary and implications of our findings. 
Fractionally Differenced Modeling
where The process is said to exhibit long-memory behavior for ( )
y t is nonstationary (having an infinite variance) but it is mean reverting.
Robinson (1995a) proposes a Gaussian semiparametric estimator, GS 
with respect to H , where
is the number of Fourier frequencies included in the estimation. The GS estimator is We also estimate the fractional parameter using Robinson's (1995b) 
Define ( )
. The least squares estimate of 
Empirical Results
We perform the analysis on monthly, seasonally adjusted U.S. simple sum Wright (1995) shows that the AR p ( ) fitted by the YuleWalker procedure to the d -differenced series inherit the δ T -consistency of the 2 All fractional forecasts are based on the GS estimates of the long-memory parameter. More specifically, we condition on the average (across bandwidths) GS d estimate. The results below are not materially altered if we condition on the lower or higher GS d estimate. It must be noted that the various d estimates are within sampling error for each series for both GS and Robinson's LPR estimation methods. 3 The AR order is determined using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) allowing for a maximum lag length of order 12. Given the optimal choice of lag length, the estimated residual vector is tested for serial correlation up to order 24. If the residual vector is serially correlated, the lag length is increased until a serially uncorrelated residual vector is obtained. semiparametric estimate of d . We forecast the monetary series by casting the fitted fractional-AR model in infinite autoregressive form, truncating the infinite autoregression at the beginning of the sample (thus setting data points before the sample period equal to zero), and applying Wold's chain rule. A similar procedure was followed by Diebold and Lindner (1996) to forecast the real interest rate and Ray (1993b) to forecast IBM product revenues.
The long memory forecasts are compared to those generated by a linear AR model. 4 Observations corresponding to the sample period starting in 1991:1 until the end of the sample are our test set (post-prediction interval). 5 We consider 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-, 9-, 10-, 11-, 12-, 15-, 18-, 21-, and 24-months ahead forecasting horizons. These forecasts are truly ex ante, or dynamic, as they are generated conditioning only on information available at the time the forecast is being made. 6 The forecasting performance metrics are the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute deviation (MAD). Table 4 reports the relative multi-step-ahead ex-ante predictive performance of the competing modeling strategies, in the form of normalized forecasting metrics with respect to the AR model, for the simple sum monetary series. A value less than unity implies that the fractional model provides more accurate forecasts than the AR model for the horizon in question. The percentage reductions in the forecasting accuracy criteria (RMSE and MAE) attained by the fractional model are rather sizeable for the simple sum M1, M2, and L series. In most cases, the superiority of the fractional forecasts is robust to the forecasting 4 In specifying the lag length for the linear AR model, we follow the same procedure as for the choice of the short-memory (AR) order of the fractional model. 5 We maintain a validation set of adequate size in order to effectively compare the out-of-sample accuracy of competing forecasts for all prediction horizons. 6 See Lardic and Mignon (1996) for arguments on the comparative performance of fractional forecasts over short-and longer-term horizons.
horizon. However, the AR forecasts dominate the fractional forecasts for the simple sum M3 aggregate. Similar evidence is obtained for the divisia forecasts, as shown in Table 5 . The fractional forecasts provide accuracy gains compared to the AR counterparts for the DM1, DM2, and DL series but the evidence is weak and mixed for the DM3 series.
Overall, the results of our forecasting experiment can be summarized as While the forecasting improvements appear sizeable in most cases, it might be premature to declare victory as there is no assurance that they are statistically significant. To test the equality of forecast accuracy between the competing models, we employ the test proposed by Diebold and Mariano (DM, 1995) , which can easily be applied to a wide variety of criteria including RMSE and MAD. Given two forecast errors { }
As a long-memory process can be approximated by an AR ( ) p process with a large order p , we also produced out-of-sample forecasts using an AR model of long order, AR(30), in an attempt to capture the persistence of the series without modeling it as a long-memory process. The AR(30) forecasts are inferior to the ARFIMA forecasts for all simple sum indices (except the SL series) and for all divisia series. Therefore the long-autoregression forecasts do not appear to be particularly useful in this instance. These results are available upon request. 
where ( ) τ γˆs is the sample autocovariance at displacement τ ,
is the lag window, and ( ) T S is the truncation lag. Uniform or Bartlett lag windows and several truncation lags can be considered. The DM statistic is asymptotically − t distributed and accommodates non-Gaussian, nonzero mean, serially correlated, and contemporaneously correlated forecast errors. Tables 3 and 4 , only sporadically is the null hypothesis of equal forecasting accuracy (in RMSE and MAD) by the ARFIMA and AR forecasts rejected by the DM test. Even though the fractional forecasts result in rather sizeable forecasting improvements over the benchmark forecasts, such superiority is not generally statistically significant.
As shown in
We also employ the forecasting encompassing testing approach for our competing forecasts suggested by Clements and Hendry (1998 . If β 1 ( β 2 ) is not statistically significant and β 2 ( β 1 ) is, the null hypothesis that neither model encompasses the other is rejected in favor of the alternative that the ARFIMA (AR) model encompasses the AR (ARFIMA) model. If both β 1 and β 2 are statistically significant, or if both are insignificant, then we fail to reject the null that neither model encompasses the other. The cut-off point for statistical significance is a significance level less than 5 per cent for the − t statistics of the estimated slope coefficients. Table 5 presents the forecast encompassing tests for the simple sum series.
Only rarely is the null hypothesis that neither model encompasses the other rejected in favor of either ARFIMA or AR forecast encompassing superiority. The overall evidence therefore suggests neither model is superior to the other in terms of forecast encompassing.
The forecast encompassing tests provide sharper results for the divisia indices. As Table 6 reports, for the DM1, DM2, and DL money measures and for virtually all forecasting horizons, the null hypothesis that neither model encompasses the other is rejected in favor of the alternative that the ARFIMA model encompasses the AR model ( 
Conclusions
We demonstrated that simple sum and divisia monetary aggregates are fractional processes with an integration order between one and two. We also generated out-of-sample fractional forecasts and showed that, for most monetary aggregates, they provide more accurate point predictions of the conditional mean relative to autoregressive forecasts for different prediction horizons. The data cover the in-sample period 1959:1-1990:12 for a total of 384 monthly observations (the remainder of the sample is reserved for out-of-sample forecasting purposes).
All series are expressed in growth rates (first logarithmic differences of the level series). ( ) Table 1 Notes: See notes in Table 3 for details. The out-of-sample forecasting period is 1991:1 to 2002:12 (1998:9 for the divisia L index). The linear AR models for the growth rates of the divisia M1, M2, M3, and L are of order 8, 5, 3, and 5, respectively. The superscript * indicates statistical significance of the DM statistic at the 10 per cent (or better) level. We consider the Bartlett lag window and, following the suggestions of Diebold and Mariano, we assume (k-1)-order dependence for the k-step-ahead forecast errors so that the truncation lag is set to (k-1) (for the one-step ahead forecasts for which such a truncation lag choice is not feasible, we set the truncation lag to 5). The DM test results are generally invariant to the truncation lag choice. 
